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ABSTRACT
We investigate two-dimensional timelike surfaces ~ in aspacetime (X,g). It is shown that
orientable surfaces ,with two spacelike boundary components , (homeomorphic to SI) are
necessarily of topological type [0,1] X SI, We treat the initial value problem of astring
(known from physics) as a purely geometrie problem: Find a minimal surface ~ which is
specified by an initial curve , and by a distribution of timelike tangent planes along "
We prove local existence and uniqueness of ~ and also obtain global existence for special
types (X, g). Global existence does not generally hold; we give a counter-example which
can be interpreted as astring collapsing into a black hole.
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Introduction
Since our considerations are motivated by the theory of classical strings [1], we use that
picture as an intuitive guideline. The basics of that theory can be summarized as follows:
A closed string is an object , in space that is homeomorphic to 51, , '" 51. During
the time evolution astring sweeps out a surface E, called world.'3heet, in spacetime (X, g);
we generally assume dim(X) ~ 3. For physical reasons E is supposed to be a timelike
.'3ur/ace, i.e. at each p E E the tangent plane TpE C TpX is generated by a timelike and
by a spacelike veetor. The dynamical equations for astring are defined by a variational
principle: The first area variation of E must vanish subject to the condition that the initial
and final configuration of the string are held fixed. Hence, E will be a minimal surface
having two spacelike boundary components. The geometrie point of view suggests to ask
whether such minimal surfaces allow for different topological types; in Euclidean spaces
this so-called Douglas problem [2] indeed does. We will show in chapter 1 that for C2_
immersed surfaces E only those of topological type [0,1] x 51 can be consistent with the
physical requirements on E to be timelike and to have spacelike boundaries. For later
needs we also give a direct construction of conformal parameters on [u, (0) X 51.
To determine a concrete string motion one has to solve a Cauchy problem whose solution
defines the surface E. Generally, the "initial data" for a surface E are not uniquely fixed,
but depend on the specific parametrization of E. To overcome this ambiguity, we formulate
the Cauchy problem in purely geometrie terms. Let us first assume that we are given a
timelike minimal surface E C X which contains a spacelike curve , '" 51 (, represents
the configuration of the string). The tangent planes of E with base points on , fix the
"direction" in X, into which the string moves in the following sense: The planes provide
a linear approximation of E in a neighbourhood of " and they represent the velocity
distribution along the string. These observations suggest to define a geometrie Cauehy
problem: Find, for , prescribed, a timelike minimal surface E containing , such that the
tangent planes of E along , coincide with a given distribution of tangent planes on ,.
In chapter 2 we simplify the equations of motion by conformal parameters and show
how these parameters are used to remove singularities which can arise in these equations.
Of course, the geometrie singular behaviour cannot be removed; this behaviour is in sharp
contrast to the one of minimal surfaces in Riemannian manifolds.
We establish local existence and uniqueness for the geometrie Cauchy problem in chap-
ter 3. We show that global existence of the nonlinear hyperbolic equations of motion holds
if (X, g) has a certain product strueture. As an illustration we compute in chapter 4 a
minimal surface E in Schwarzschild spacetime*.
* The only other solution in a curved space I found is given in [3]. It describes a closed string
interacting with a gravitational wave.
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1. Topology and parametrization of immersed timelike surfaces
Let (X, g) be aspacetime, i.e. a time-orientable Lorentz manifold. We consider a two-
dimensional, compaet and orientable manifold M of dass COO,having two disjoint bound,...
ary components , tv SI. M is immersed into X by a Ck-map i :M --+ X, k ~ 1, such
that the pullback metric h = i*g has signature (-1,1) on M, and i(8M) consists of two
disjoint spacelike curves*. If all these properties are fulfilled we speak, for convenience, of
an immersed timelike surfaee (M, i*g).
Theorem 1.1: An immersed timelike surfaee (M, i*g) is homeomorphie to [0,1] X SI.
Proof: First, we "construet nonvanishing vector fields on the double 2M of M: The
induced metric h has signature (-1,1) so the set Tp = {v E TpMlh(v,v) < O} consists of
two disjoint parts,' Tp = ~+ U~-. Let ~+ be the future pointing part of Tp with respeet
to a fixed time orientation of X. The forward light cone 8~+ is generated by two veetors,
~+ = {IR+. vp} U {IR+. wp}, which form a positive ordered basis {vp,wp} in TpM (M
is orientable). We normalize vp and wp with respeet to a fixed Riemannian metric on
M and obtain an ordered basis {el(p),e2(p)} ofunit veetors for each pE M. The maps
en : P --+ en(p) (n = 1,2) define two nonvanishing Ck-l-veetor fields el ande2 on M.
Because 8M is spacelike, the fields el and e2 are transversal to 8M. Thus, nonvanishing
continuous veetor fields on 2M exist.
This shows that 2M has Euler charaeteristic zero so it must be a torus T. The set
8M C T consists of two disjoint closed curves. Taking into account' the fundamental
group 1r(T) tv ~ ffi ~ one verifies M tv [0,1] X SI, by simple topologieal arguments. 0
Remark: The condition on .i(8M) to be spacelike is crucial because on noncompaet
manifolds (espeeially M\8M) smooth Lorentz met ries always exist. Theorem ~.1 can easily
be extended to more complicated situations. For example, there is no timelike surfaee M
having the topology of a sphere with three open discs removed and with spacelike boundary
components: The double of M would be a surface of genus two.
The above result suggests that immersed timelike surfaces of type Ma = [0,a] x SI are
appropriate for the deseription of motions of closed strings. The equations of motion
simplify considerably in eonformal parameters (T, 0") on Ma, i.e. h = i*-g has eoordinate
expression h( T, 0") = A(T, 0")( -dT2 + d0"2), where A is a funetion. Global existenee of such
parameters is guaranteed by
Proposition 1.2: Let i :M --+ X be a Ck-map with M = [0,00) X SI and k ~ 2.'
Suppose that (Ma, hlMJ is an immersed timelike surfaee, for all a > O. Then (M, h)
admits a eonformal Ck-l_parametrization with T(') E [0,00), 0"(') E [0,21r) mod 21r and
T( {O} X SI) = {O}.
Proof: The Ck-l-field el construeted in the proof of Theorem 1.1 has integral curves
reaching from points PI E {O} X SI to {a} X SI, because el is transversal to each {c} X SI,
* These are physically natural conditions on a worldsheet E=i(M)j i need not be injective because
astring is allowed to have seif-intersections.
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cE [0,aJ. Therefore, the set ofintegral curves which meet {O} xS1 cover M and eachp E M
lies on exaetly one integral curve oiel' The veetor field e2 has integral curves with similar
properties, starting at P2 E{O} x SI. This pair of integral curves constitute the coordinate
lines of local Ck-1-coordinate systems aroundp E M. In such coordinates, say (u, v), the
metric h is given by h( u, v) = I( u, v)dudv, because 0u and 0v are lightlike veetors. The
map W = 71"1X 71"2, assigning to each p E M the initial points (PI, P2) E SI X SI is locally
bijective of dass Ck-1• We parametrize SI = {eiulO"E IR} by charts <Pa( eiu) = 0" E (0,271"),
<pß(eiu) = 0" E (-71",71") and obtain a dosed one-form w on SI: w = d<pa resp. w = d<pß
on each domain of definition. Then dO"I := 71";W and d0"2 := 71"2'w are pointwise linear
independent dosed one-forms on M of dass Ck-2. The funetions f(p) := ~f:o(dO"I - d0"2)
and O"(p) := ~f:o(dO"I + d0"2) mod 271" (Po E {O} X SI fixed) now are conformal parameters
with f:2: 0 or f::;-o on M. We set r = f or r = -f to achieve r:2: 0 on M. 0
Remark: Conformal coordinates are not uniquely determined: If we apply a diffeomor-
phism'l/; : SI --+ SI we obtain (r', 0"') in the same way as above but with w replaced by 'I/;*w.
Intuitively, this means that we can choose the "density" of the integral. curves of el and e2
arbitrarily. More generally, the whole construetion above holds for M = IR X SI. In that
case we have the additional freedom to choose an arbitrary pair of diffeomorphisms '1/;1,
'1/;2 : SI --+ SI to deflne new conformal (r', O"')-coordinates via dO"i = 71"i'l/;iw (then r' = 0
does not correspond to {O} x SI). The map iptPltP2: (r,O") --+ (r',O"') obeysip~ltP2h = I. h
(f a funetion), i.e. iptPl tP2is a conformal coordinate transformation~ This provides a dear
interpretation for the group action of Diff(SI) x Diff(SI) on conformal coordinates.
2. Timelike minimal surfaces
(2.1)xx' = 0'2+ ,2 0X X =
First, some notations are given: For v,w E TpX we set vw := g(v,w) = g1J.IIV1J.WIl
(summation convention in coordinates). The Hat, two-dimensional Lorentz metric reads
"1 = diag(-l,l). Derivatives with respeet to (ul,u2)-coordinates on Mare labeled by:u~= 0al = I,a. We use local x1J.-coordinates on X to represent the map i :M --+ X.
The induced metric h = i*g has components hab = g1J.llx1J.axllb' In conformal parameters
on M we obtain g1J.llx;ax~b = A(r,O"). "lab. With X1J.= 8;; ~nd X1J.' = 8;:~these equations
are obviously equivalent to
and for a = b = 0 we read off A = _x2• In the physical. literat ure (2.1) is called the
conformal gauge condition (imposed on the surface parametriz~tion).
The area funetional of an immersed timelike surface M reads
(2.2)
Demanding stationarity of S, i.e. 8S = 0, one obtains a system of coupled Euler-Lagrange
equations for the components x1J. (J.L = 0, ... ,dim(X) - 1):
a ( CiLilhlhabxll 9 ) - ~ CiLilhlhabxp XII ogPII = 0 (2.3)a V -Inl ,b 1I1J. 2V -Inl ,a,b ox1J.
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By r~v we denote the Christoffel symbols of 9 and by D := "lab8a8b the flat wave operator.
In conformal coordinates we have v=ThT. hab = A. (i"lab) = "lab, and (2.3) simplifies to
3. The geometrie Cauehy problem
Consider a spacelike C2-submanifold , ::: 51 in X. It can be described as image under
a C2-imbedding io of 51 into X with parameters 0' = 0' mod 271' on 51. Along" we are
given an orientable* Cl-distribution of timelike tangent planes, i.e. there exists a C1-map
v from 51 into TX, such that v(a) E Tio(u)X is a timelike vector and the tangent plane
in iota) is generated by dduio(a) and v(a). The geometrie Cauchy problemis now to find
In slight generalization of notation we call a mapi : [0,a] x 51 -4 X a solution of (2.4), if
any chart representation xJL(T,a) of i obeys (2.4). The next lemma is standard in string
theory, at least when (X, g) is Minkowski space. For an elementary proof in the general
case we refer to [4].
Lemma 2.1: Given a C2-solution i : [0,a] x 51 -+ X of the system (2.4) that obeys
(2.1) at T = 0, then (2.1) is satisfied for all T E [0, a], 0' E [0,271') mod 271'".
Suppose such a solution i is given with the additional condition, that il{o}xs1 is a spacelike
imbedding, so we have x,2(0,a) > 0 forall 0'. Then X,2 > 0 remains valid on [O,€] x 51,
and for € small enough, the parameters (T, 0') E [0, €] X 51 are automatically conformal
parameters on E/oe := i([O, €] x 51), due to Lemma 2.1. Because (2.4) holds, E/oe is indeed
a min:imal surface.
Note that 8a v=ThT and hab in (2.3) are singular at points p E X where Ihl(p) = 0,
but these singular terms completely drop out in the representation (2.4). This fact allows
us to handle the singularities of (2.3) in a natural way: We simply consider the Cauchy
evolution i of initial configurations , by (2.4). The evolution may yield Ihl = 0 at certain
points, so there are problems with (2.3), but nevertheless the map i is well-defined. This
extends the not ion of a timelike minimal surface E to an amount that is necessary from the
viewpoint of time evolution, because the case Ihl = 0 already arises in simple examples,
e.g. (4.7) below.
At points (T, 0') with x,2 = _:i;2 =I 0 the map i is a local immersion in a neighbourhood
of (T,a) but i need not be a global immersion. If x,2 vanishes, the image E = i(M) can
have edges or cusps at those points. This behaviour is in sharp contrast to the smoothness
. properties of minimal surfaces, immersed in an Euclidean space. It isdueto the fact that an
area element im Minkowski space can have zero (two-dimensional) volume: Combining such
two elements with an edge in common gives a small surface with zero volumej smoothing
out this edge can ortly increase the volume. An example with a cusp (that approximates
the cusp of a light cone) is given by (4.7) below, cf. also examples in [5].
}
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(2.4)J-l = 0, ... , dim(X) - 1DxJL + rJL (x)xP XV nab = 0pv ,a ,b"
* We need thiscondition to exclude surfaces like a Möbius strip,
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(3.1)
a minimal surfaee ~ :J , whose tangent planes on , eontain the vectors v( 00). We eall a
solution ~ loeally unique if any other solution ~' coineides with ~ in a neighbourhood of
, in X.
Theorem 3.1: Given a spaeelike C2 -submanifold , r'V SI in a Lorentz manifold (X,g),
and an orientable Cl-distribution of timelike tangent planes along " then there exists a
C2 -solution ~ of the geometrie Cauehy problem; ~ is loeally unique.
Proof: There exists a C2-imbedding j :ME = [0, cl X SI -+ X with j(O, a) = io(a),
having the given distribution of tangent planes along ,.We equip ME with eonformal (r, a)-
parameters as in Prop.1.2, and denote a ehart representation of j around j(r, a) E X by
xJL(r,a). The veetors x'JL(O,a), :i;JL(O,a) generate the given tangent plane at io(a) and
in addition they satisfy the eonformal gauge eondition (2.1) at T. = O. A unique C2_
solution of (2.4) with respeet to these initial data exists (see [6]) in a neighbourhood of ,
on eaeh ehart representation xJL• These solutions glue together on overlapping eharts and
they define (beeause of Lemma 2.1) a minimal surfaee ~ in a neighböurhood of,. Henee
existenee holds.
For uniqueness, eonsider another solution ~'. We parametrize , C ~'by the same
map io as before. Applying the eonstruetion of Prop.1.2 for ~' gives eonformal (r', a')-
parameters on ~' with a = a' at r = r' = O. The tangent planes of ~ and ~' eoineide
along" implying X~TI(O,a') = x;T(O,a) for a = a'. Therefore, both surfaees ~,~' are
determined by the same analytieal Cauehy problem, henee they eoineide loeally. 0
Global existenee for nonlinear hyperbolie equations is in general a mueh more diffieult
problem. The solution of (2.4) exists at least for small values r E (-c, c), denoted by ~loc'
When ~loc extends to all values r E IR we eall the resulting surfaee a global solution ~ of
the geometrie Cauehy problem. Ifglobal existenee holds for one eonformal parametrization
of ~loc, then it also holds for any other eonformal parametrization whieh is indueed by a
diffeomorphism'lj; : SI -+ SI, as diseussed after Prop.1.2j we skip the proof of that fact ..
For astring, the eonservation law of Lemma 2.1 leads to global existenee:
Theorem 3.2: Let the Lorentz manifold (X,g) be defined by X = IR x N and ds2 =
-dt2 + rij(x)dxidxj, where (N,r) denotes a eo1Tiplete Riemann~an manifold. Then the
geometrie Cauehy problem with initial data on , t {O} x N has a global solution.
Proof: From Theorem 3.1 we get a loeal solution ~loc in eonformal (r,a)-parameters.
We reparametrize the initial data to simplify the time eomponent (xO = t) of (2.4) as
follows: The timelike vettor vJL(a) = :i;JL(O,a) has a nonvanishing zero-eomponent t(O, a) =:
J(a) for all a E [0,271")mod 271".Therefore,
1 flT
&(a) := E Jo J(s)ds
defines another 271"-periodieparametrization of " with (energy) E := 217r Jo27r J( s )ds. The
veetors x~ö:(O,&) = f~)x;lT(O,a) and ijJL(&) = f~)vJL(a) generate the same distribution of
tangent planes along,. At r = 0 the equation (2.1), :i;2 + x,2 = 0, transforms into
E2 -i-). i j 0- + r i).v v + r i).x - X - =. ,a',(1'
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We thus obtain a geometrieally equivalent initial value problem with ilO(O, a) = E. The
ehoiee of ds2 implies r~v = 0, so the zero eomponent of (2.4) simplifies to Dt = O. The
solution reads t(f,a) = Ef. Using ~emma 2.1 we find that (3.1) is eonserved by the time,
evolution. In partieular rij(X)X:rx~r ~ E2 and 7'ii(X)xiÖ'xiÖ' ~ E2 hold. These pointwise
estimates imply that the loeal solution xi(f,a) of (2.4)'extends to all values f E IR. D
Note that the solution exists for all values of the physieal time parameter t = E . f.
We do not claim uniqueness in the global ease (the uniqueness proof fails at points where
Ihl(p) = 0). A diseussion of possible branehing effeets will be given elsewhere, cf. [7].
..
4. A minimal surface in Schwarzschild spacetime
(4.1).. 2M.-t = . t1'r(r - 2M)
Let (X,g) be Schwarzschild spaeetime,i.e. a manifold X = IR x (IR+\{2M}) x 82 with
a line element ds2 .:..- (1 - 2~)dt2 + (1 - 2~)-ldr2 + r2(sin2 (Jdep2+ d(J2), where ep and (J
are the sphere coordinates on 82• Let I C X be a eircle, defined by io( 0") = (0, R, 0", f),
with 0" E [0,271")and R > 2M fixed. We ehoose (i,1', r.j;,iJ)(O,0") = (E,O,O,O)* and the
requirement x2 + x,2 = 0, at r = 0, yields E = R/ J J(R) with J(t') := 1 - 2~. The
relation xx' = 0 also holds so the eonformal gauge (2.1) is satisfied for r = O.
In order to solve (2.4) forthese initial data we make an ansatz: t = t( r), r = r( r), ep = 0"
and (J = f. We obtain
,
(4.2).. 1J,( )J( )'2 1f'(r) .2 J()-r = - r r t - ---r + r r2 . 2 J(r)
from (2.4) as weIl as the equations Dep = 0 and D(J = 0 whieh are satisfied by the ansatz.
So we are left to solve (4.1) and (4.2). If our ansatz is eorreet, we have the eonservation
law x2 + x,2 = 0 whieh is rewritten. as
J(r)P = _1_1'2 + r2
J(r)
(4.3)
Replaeing J(r )i2 in (4.2) by the right hand side of (4.3) yields a eaneellation of all nonlinear'
terms! We find the equation -r = r - M (a harmonie oseillator) whieh is solved by .
r(r) = (R - M)cosr+ M . (4.4)
Equation (4.3) also gives J(r)i = J1'2 + r(r - 2M) = JR(R - 2M): The last equation is
due to energy eonservation of the harmonie oseillator. With k := JR(R -2M) we obtain
. . r(r)
t(r) = k () Mr r -2
(4.5)
* These initial data describe astring at rest, lying at a" distance" R>2M from the singularity r=O.
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We have to check (4.1) for a solution of this equation, because the ansatz might fail. We
d'iX t' t (45) t" k 2M. 2M. rweren 1a e . , = - (r-2M)2 r = - r(r-2M) r. k r-2M and replace the second factor by
. ." 2M"' .'t to obtam -t = r(r-2M) tr. Therefore, any solutIon of (4.5) satIsfies (4.1). An elementary
integration yields
--I
~ IV1- 2M +tan:E.
1
t( r) = r . Ry 1- lf- + 2M . Zn R 2
. R VI - 2M - tan:E.
R 2
(4.6)
Note that (4.4) and (4.6) satisfy the initial conditions so the problem is solved completely.
The reader may compare this result with a particle falling without angular moment um
into a black hole, e~g. in [8], p. 666. The singular term in (4.6) coincides with the singular
term of the particle motion given there.
The Schwarzschild radius rs = 2M is reached by the string in the limit r --+ rs =
cos-l('R:::M)' and t(r) tends to infinity for r --+ rs. At rmax = cos-l(M~R) the string
meets the singularity r = O. It is not hard to verify in Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates that
(4.4) and (4.6), together with <p = a and () = I' define a smooth surface in Kruskal
spacetime for all r E [O,rmax). We observe that the domain of existence [O,rmax) x SI
cannot be extended beyond rmax.
Replacing M by zero in (4.4) and (4.6) yields t = Rr,r = Rcosr,<p = a and ()= I' In
Minkowski space (IR 3 , diag( -1, 1, 1)) (we suppress the constant z-component) this solution
coincides with a well-known oscillating solution of period D..r = 7r:
(t,x,y) = (Rr, Rcosrsina, Rcosrcosa) \Ir E IR (4.7)
Note that the surface E defined by this smooth solution has cusps at rn = I+ n7r, and
the "observable" oscillation period D..t= R7r tends to zero for R --+ O.
Final comments
1. We have seen that global existence holds for special. types (X, g) but not in general.
Are there sufficient conditions on (X, g) (e.g.boundedness of curvature etc.) that guaran-
tee global existence? This problem is similar to the problem of geode:::iccompleteness and
both might be connected: One canargue heuristically that a small string moves approxi-
mately along a geodesic, performing rapid oscillations on its way, like in (4.7) (the smaller
the string, the higher the frequency). Therefore, geodesic completeness of (X, g) may be
a necessary condition for global existence.
2. The Cauchy evolution of'Y respects the conformal gauge i*g = A. Tl, with A = _:i;2,
and A(p) = 0 occurs in several examples. In principle, A might change sign, reversing the
role of :i; as timelike vector and x' as spacelike vector. Then the curves i(r, .) (r fixed) will
not be spacelike curves forall values of r, hence the interpretationof r as a time-evolution
parameter for a physical string gets lost. Note that this does not happen in the special
case X = IR x N (cf. chapter3.).
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3. In chapter 1, we assumed ~ = i(M) to be a timelike surface, from which we concluded
M rv [0,1] X 51. This conclusion fails if the induced metric i*9 degenerates at certain points
and indeed, there are minimal surfaces of higher topological type, describing splitting and
merging effects of strings on a classical (i.e. non-quantized) level. A discussion of such
surfaces in Minkowski space and their relation to the so-cal1ed Krichever- Novikov theory
[9] is given in [7].
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